Karen Sawyer
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Walt Dotter [walt_dotter@yahoo.com]
Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:13 AM
Karen Sawyer
RE: HB-88

Dear Karen,
After perusing and studying HB-88 I find myself in agreement and will support the passage of this bill. I
forwarded it to most of my friends here in Alaska and find most of them in agreement with me. I, for one, am
sick and tired of a bunch of foreigners who have no concept of what our forefathers had in mind when the
Constitution of the Unitrd States was written coming to the United States and trying to change it to agree with
the, mostly biased, views they grew up with.
I'm old enough I had to memorize and understand the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, The Gettysburg
Adress and several other documents our country was established on, mostly in elementry school. We also had
to pass achievment tests every year to advance from one grade to the next. Why can't the schools of this nation
teach the quality of education I had anymore? It seems to me the main reason we are falling behind the rest of
the world in intelligence is primarily because the teachers don't, won't or can't teach students is because the
system is afraid of correcting the situation because they might drop someone out and we really don't want that
do we?
As a person with 3 Bachelor degrees including one in Secondary Education I have often stated, in all honesty, I
would require any paper written in any class I taught would include a full verifyable bibliography and would be
hand written in a completely legible hand free of any spelling errors. I would then verify each
bibliography before I started grading the paper itself..
Sincerely,
Walter R. Dotter
274 Luther
Wasilla,
Alaska
99654
907 715 9251
--- On Mon, 3/28/11, Karen Sawyer <Karen_Sawyer@legis.state.ak.us> wrote:
From: Karen Sawyer <Karen_Sawyer@legis.state.ak.us>
Subject: RE: HB-88
To: "Walt Dotter" <walt_dotter@yahoo.com>
Date: Monday, March 28, 2011, 12:17 PM

Dear Walt,

I have attached the latest version of HB 88, which is a committee substitute from
House State Affairs Committee. The next hearing is this Wednesday in House
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Judiciary Committee. We appreciate your interest in this bill, and hope you will
let us know your thoughts on the issue. Thanks, Walt.

Karen

Karen Sawyer, Staff
Office of Representative Carl Gatto
State Capitol, Room 118
Juneau AK 99801

465-5025 direct
465-2381 fax
Karen_Sawyer@legis.state.ak.us

From: Walt Dotter [mailto:walt_dotter@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:21 AM
To: Rep. Carl Gatto
Subject: HB-88

What is the status of HB-88 (Foreign Law Bill), and where can I find a copy of it?

Walt Dotter
274 Luther
Wasilla,
Alaska
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99654

907 715 9251
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